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The Marrborough Tavern, also known as the Colonel llisna Buell House, Is a
central chimney Colonial house with a ganibrel roof and three front dormers.
Situated at the junction of Routes 2 and 66 in Marlborough, the clapboarded
tavern faces east and was for many years, prior to the coming of the; railroad, a major stopover on the turnpike from Hartford to New London. A late
eighteenth century ell along the north wall of the original tavern is the
first of several additions which now link the old inn with its barn, which
has been re-sided but retains its original interior construction.
The foundations of the structure are of rough fieldstone. In the cellar,
the chimney foundation ia also of huge fieldstones,_ laid dry; above,; the
chimney^l.s brick. The two-story facade is heightened by the gambrel; roof,
the third^ floor lit by three dormers in: the front, and a fourth to thf-rear,
in the southwest corner. The attic;floor is lit;bv two windows, north and
south; this area once served as a guardroom far-prisoners on their way;to
Old Sew-gate:prison and was damaged by fire in theNearly 1 part of thiQ"
century.

*

The-nine window clapboarded faced is punctuated by a double leaved door
with a simple moulded architrave and a single row: _of five lights across
the top. : Paired six over six sash flank the doorway. Above, the shingled
:dormers (once clapboarded), six over six s^hed;, are topped with small
hipped; roofs. Narrow clapboards- are framed at.-;the corners with narrow
vertical "boarding. The main cornice, a plain narrow moulding, comes flush
:-wJ/bh the corner boards,and continues up along: ;the;l)itx?h of the roof.: To the
left^ along the south wall, a modern " lean-to "has been added across the
first floor; it is one of several:modern additions whose construction; has
Somewhat diminishedy the; solid lines of --.the^original tavern. These additions .:
are all of wood construction with clapboard sla^athing and are thus at; least
structurally compatible with the taverp and its eighteenth century ell.
:A modern white picket fence surmounts £he ancient fieldstone wall enclosing
the yard which is planted with several old trees.
;
The gambrel roof has recently been shingled with asphalt, but the tavern's
clapboards are original. The brick chimney is centered along the ridge,
with the width facing the front of the tavern. Two courses are corbelled up
to the third directly beneath the top of the chimnmy. The end walls of the
main house both originally contained six large six over six windows and one
smaller attic story window; the south walls lean-to eradicates the first story
windows there^ while on the third floor an additibnar window, centered .between :
the two ^riginal sash, has been inserted.
The one-story ell dominates the north elevation of the tavern, extending to
the rear of the structure for approximately 60, feet, though the oldest; section,
built in the eighteenth century, occupies onl^/ a third of that length. The
entrance to the ell, a door just to the rear of the tavern's northwest corner,
is particularly fine, with arched panils, long straphinges and a wrought iron
latch. At one time, two chimneys divided the ell; these chimneys no longer
exist though the presence of the easternmost
:
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chimney can still be noted in exposed interior beams which were cut subsequent to the ell's construction to accomodate the chimneys insertion.
The 3oiner's framing marks can be seen on the hewn and pegged beams, illustrating the colonial craftsman's methods of construction. The shallow
porch and open terrace are modern additions built after the tavern was
purchased [to$ operation as a restaurant. Still another addition, ca.1965 f
built out from the ell aiong its south wall encloses a large banquet hall.
To accomodate this addition, the original stone hatchway of the tavern,
through which kegs were lowered into the tavern's,cellar, was removed.
The room is at presentdominated by a massive fireplace in its northeast
corner.
Connected to the ell is the barn, once located closer to Route 66
but moved ca. 1950 to become a part of the restaurant complex. The barn,
with (recently applied) vertical board sheathing and simple gable roof,
retains its interior framing and much of its original detail. Thus, the
entire Marlborough Tavern complex consists of two main components, the old
tavern and the barn, connected by a series of ells and additions.
An abundance of original detail remains within the old tavern struclm^e.
The panelled double door enters itfito an inner porch, situated just forward
of the chimney, off of which are the two main chambers, the dining room to
the right and taproom to the left, and from which the main stairway leads.
It is at present unused, the main entrance to the restaurant now being
through the barn. Across the rear, what were once three rooms have been
openM up to form one long room the width of the tavern.. The central section was once the kitchen for the tavern; the wide hearth with its cf?ane
and brick oven remft&ns. The floors in the old. tavern are ancient wide
boards. In the taproom, the present flooring comes from what was once the
guardroom in the attic. Likewise, the bar and ats'.jgrill, a screen with ;
slats which hinged to the ceiling and could be lowered in the event of a
rowdy crowd, is a careful reproduction (using old wood) of the bar which
stood in the southwest corner of the taproom. In both of the two main
chambers, the taproom and the dining room, the chimney wall is o&yfaefed;^
with panelling; wall cupboards exist in both panels. Flared posts are
visible in the old house although the summer beam is obscured by plastering.
on the second floor, the tavern's ball-room has a swinging partition
which could be used to divide it into two smaller rooms.
Despite a<Mitl6ns-; which confuse but';do not obscure its integrity, the
Marlborough Tavern, a late colonial country inn, survives today and
continues to senre, as it has for many years, the hungry traveller.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Marlborough Tavern is a Colonial country inn whose architecture
reflects the forthright simplicity of rural life in the eighteenth century. A central chimney structure, two stories tall with a gambrel roof
and three front dormers, the clapboarded tavern stands behind its fieldstone and white picket f^nce at the junction of Routes 2 and 66 in Marlborough. In the days before the railroad, the Tavern was a major stopping
point along the turnpike from Hartford to New London. The town's
activities centered at the Mailborough Tavern; early in the nineteenth
centwy, meetings for the town's incorporation were held there. As a
commercial center, too, the Tavern contributed much to Marlborough's life.
Two or three horse carriages stopped there daily to change horses. Traders
and drovers haggled there. Militia men trained nearby and celebrated the
end.of the Revolutionary War there, stacking their muskets in the corner
of ihe taproom. Involuntary guests, prisoners, spent the night there,
locked up in the guardroom in the Tavern's attic,
The innkeeper, Colonel Elisha Buell, was a gunsmith and skilled metalworker
who had his shop to the north of the inn. During the nineteenth century,
the Buell family was engaged in Marlborough's t trade in firewood: Marlborough timber was shipped from Middle Haddam to Hew York City to be sold
there for firewood. Until 1898, the Buell family continued to keep the
inn. Shortly after, the house was purchased by Mary Hall, a Connecticut
lawyer, who left it to the Society of Colonial Dames. The Colonial Dames
effected the restoration of the taproom, added the picket fence and laid
put gardens in the north lawn, running the Tavern as a tearoom. Most
recently, the Matsikas family owns and operate© the Marlborough Tavern as
a restaurant.
Neither pretentious nor grand, the Marlborough Tavern is an old New Mgland
country inn, homey, as in fact it was Blisha Buell's home, and utilitaria£. Three dormers light the third floor, opening up more space for
guests there. The attic, in the last available space below the peak of
the roof, served as a guardroom for prisoners being transported to Old
New-gate gaol, and the ballroom, an important space for large meetings
as,well as for balls, could be divided, if necessary, for guests by
swinging out the partition. In time, an ell was adaed to further accomodate the Tawern's many guests and other additions have been made to meet
the requirements of its present function as a restaurant.
The north elevation retains much of its original appearance, set back on
a b?Q.§& lawn with several old trees framing the north-dast corner. A low

Terry* Marian Mckinaon, Id., OLD IMS OF CONNECTICUT, Hartford, The
Prospect Press, 1937.*
Trowbridge, Bertha Chadwick, Ed., with Andrews, Charles MeLean, OLD HOUSES
OP-CONNECTICUT, Hew Haven, Yale University Press* 1923.
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concrete terrace marks the juncture of the ell and the barn. The addition
of a long, one-st, »ry banquet hall along the south side hat altered this
elevation but the approach to the Tavern from Routes 2 and 66 reveals
the inn in its traditional setting, on a slight rise, behind its ancient
stone wall, set off by a white picket fence.
There is little fanciful or elegant detail in the Marlborough Tavern but
the sure hand of the carpenter'® handwork transcends the Tavern's artlessness and creates a.unity of methods and materials. Despite additions
which have altered the Marlborough Tavern's original appearance, still the
old inn stands out, its clean lines and worn clapboards proclaiming its
substance and endurance.

